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 7 

Abstract 8 

Seismic observations have revealed two Large Low Shear Velocity Provinces (LLSVPs) beneath 9 

Africa and the Pacific Ocean in the lowermost mantle
1–4

. However, the detailed morphology and 10 

stability of the LLSVPs and their interaction with the surrounding mantle remain unclear. Here 11 

we show that, whereas the maximum height of the Pacific LLSVP is ~500 – 700 km, the African 12 

LLSVP reaches a height of ~1,500 – 1,800 km from the core-mantle boundary. With numerical 13 

modeling experiments, we find that the height of the Pacific LLSVP can be reconciled by a wide 14 

range of the LLSVP density and surrounding mantle viscosity. However, the large height of the 15 

African LLSVP indicates that it may be less dense and thus less stable than the Pacific LLSVP. 16 

 17 

Main Text 18 

Understanding the density and viscosity structure of the Earth’s deep mantle remains one 19 

of the most challenging and important tasks in solid Earth sciences. Seismic observations have 20 

revealed two large low shear velocity provinces (LLSVPs) in the lowermost mantle beneath 21 

Africa and the Pacific Ocean
1–4

. The morphology of the LLSVPs is controlled by the nature of 22 

mantle convection, which is in turn controlled by, and thus provides important information on, 23 

the density and viscosity structure of the deep mantle
5–7

. 24 

The morphology of the LLSVPs has been investigated through seismic observations
8–12

, 25 

which have shown that the height of the LLSVPs varies from place to place. However, the 26 

maximum height of the two LLSVPs reach remains unclear
8,10

. Here, we used a novel approach 27 

to estimate the maximum height of the LLSVPs. For each global seismic shear wave tomography 28 

model, we calculated the average 𝑑𝑉𝑠 as a function of depth in vertical cross-sections that cut 29 
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through the LLSVP regions (e.g., Fig. 1a). We computed this depth-𝑑𝑉𝑠 profile for 17 global 30 

tomography models (see Extended Data Fig. 1 for references) and calculated their average (Fig. 31 

1b-1c). It is found that the 𝑑𝑉𝑠 is the most negative near the core-mantle boundary (CMB) and 32 

increases linearly with radius (Figs. 1b-1c) until a turning point (e.g., gray regions in Figs. 1b-1c) 33 

where the rate of increase changes significantly. The increase of the average 𝑑𝑉𝑠 with radius 34 

below the turning point may be caused by that the LLSVPs have wider base and narrower top. 35 

The turning point may therefore mark the transition from depths with LLSVPs to depths without 36 

LLSVPs and is thus defined as the maximum height of the LLSVPs. If there are two or more 37 

turning points, as is the case for the African_Bb curve in Fig. 1c, the one with 𝑑𝑉𝑠 value closest 38 

to zero is adopted. We examined 31 vertical cross-sections through the LLSVPs (Extended Data 39 

Figs. 1-3) and found 4 of them with the maximum height of the LLSVPs. With this approach, the 40 

maximum height estimated is ~500 – 700 km for the Pacific LLSVP, and ~1,500 to 1,800 km for 41 

the African LLSVP (Figs. 1b-c).  42 

The question is what causes the large height difference between the two LLSVPs. The 43 

LLSVPs have been hypothesized to be caused by compositionally-distinct materials that are 44 

intrinsically denser than the surrounding mantle
13–16

. Previous numerical modeling and 45 

laboratory experiments have shown that the height of a thermochemical pile is greatly controlled 46 

by its density and viscosity compared to the surrounding mantle
5,14,17–20

. However, it remains 47 

unclear through what mechanism these properties control the height of a pile, and how to explain 48 

the vast height difference between the two LLSVPs.  49 

Here, we perform systematic numerical calculations to quantify the relationship between 50 

the height of thermochemical piles and the density and viscosity structure of the mantle. The 51 

conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy were solved under the Boussinesq 52 

approximation with the Citcom code in a 2D Cartesian geometry
21

. Most models have an aspect 53 

ratio of 1:1, with 256×256 elements. Our models contain 2 compositional components: the pile 54 

material and the background mantle material. The intrinsic density anomaly of the pile materials 55 

is non-dimensionalized as the buoyancy number, which is defined as 𝐵 = Δ𝜌/𝜌𝛼Δ𝑇 , where 56 Δ𝜌/𝜌 is the intrinsic density anomaly of the pile material compared to the background mantle, 𝛼 57 

is thermal expansivity and Δ𝑇 is reference temperature. Non-dimensional Rayleigh number (Ra) 58 

is defined as 𝑎 = (𝜌0𝑔𝑎0Δ𝑇ℎ3)/(𝜂0𝜅0), where 𝜌0, 𝑔, 𝛼0, 𝜂0 and 𝜅0 are the background mantle 59 

reference density, the gravitational acceleration, the reference thermal expansivity, the reference 60 



viscosity, and the reference thermal diffusivity, respectively, and ℎ is the thickness of the mantle. 61 

The reference values are listed in Extended Data Table 1. The viscosity depends only on 62 

composition for most models, but models with additional temperature dependence of viscosity 63 

have also been performed. We employ a model input Rayleigh number of Ra = 1 × 106 for all 64 

cases, but mantle viscosity is varied case by case which leads to a wide range of effective 65 

Rayleigh number and vigor of convection. 66 

Shortly after the initial condition, the pile materials are pushed by cold downwellings into 67 

a thermochemical pile and we focus on the maximum height that a pile can reach (Fig. 2). The 68 

height of the thermochemical pile refers to the vertical distance from the bottom of the model to 69 

depths where the lateral extent of the pile falls below 5% width of the base of the pile. The 70 

average height is calculated for each calculation when the model reached statistically steady-state. 71 

Additional details about model setup are in the Materials and Methods. Supplementary Data 1 72 

lists the parameters for all models used in this study.  73 

We define a reference case which has a buoyancy number of 0.8 and a viscosity of 74 

2×10
20

 Pa s for the pile materials that initially occupy the lowermost 7% of the model domain. 75 

The background mantle viscosity for the reference case is 210
22 

Pa s. We first explored the 76 

effect of initial volume of pile materials on the height of pile. The snapshots of three different 77 

models are shown in Fig. 2, in which the intrinsically dense pile materials occupy the lowermost 78 

4% (Fig. 2a-2d), 7% (Fig. 2b-2e) and 11% (Fig. 2c-2f) of the model domain, respectively, for 79 

each model, whereas other parameters are the same as in the reference case. Interestingly, the 80 

thermochemical piles in all 3 models reach similar maximum heights (Figs. 2d-2f). Fig. 3A 81 

compares the pile height for 9 cases in which the initial pile volume ranges from 3% to 11% of 82 

the model domain. We find that the pile height is not significantly affected by the volume of pile 83 

materials. Adding more pile material to the model domain only increases the lateral extent of the 84 

pile rather than its vertical elevation (Fig. 2d-2f). We do not consider cases in which the pile 85 

material occupies more than 11% of the model domain, because then the pile material forms a 86 

global layer which is different from the LLSVPs that are spatially isolated structures. In models 87 

where the initial volume of pile material is less than 3% of the model domain, the pile becomes 88 

very unstable and is quickly entrained into the ambient mantle, even after we double the model 89 

resolution. 90 



We investigated the impact of buoyancy number 𝐵 on the pile height. We find that when 91 𝐵 is smaller than 0.45 the pile material becomes unstable and is mixed into the background 92 

mantle quickly, and when 𝐵 is larger than 1.25, the pile material forms a stable, global layer at 93 

the bottom. Three snapshots of three cases with buoyancy number 0.5, 0.7 and 1.1 are shown in 94 

Figs. 2g-2i. As expected, the pile height decreases accordingly with increasing buoyancy number. 95 

Fig. 3B shows the pile height for 16 cases with B ranging from 0.5 to 1.25 while other 96 

parameters are kept the same as in the reference case. We find that the decrease of pile height 97 

with increasing buoyancy number can be described by ℎ’ (0.137  0.013) B 


, where ℎ ’ 98 

is the non-dimensional height normalized by mantle thickness, or ℎ  (394  37)  B 


, 99 

with h the dimensional height. 100 

We investigated the influence of background mantle viscosity, 𝜂𝑏𝑔, on the height of the 101 

pile. We gradually increased the mantle viscosity from 210
22 

Pa s to 510
23 

Pa s in 26 models, 102 

while other parameters are kept the same as in the reference case. The lower row in Figs. 2j-2l 103 

shows snapshots of three cases with 𝜂𝑏𝑔 = 110
23

, 210
23

, and 410
23

 Pa s, respectively. Clearly, 104 

the pile height increases moderately with increasing background mantle viscosity. In Fig. 3c, the 105 

results of 26 cases also show that the height of the pile increases with 𝜂𝑏𝑔 . The pile height 106 

increases more rapidly from ~400 km to ~750 km in the 𝜂𝑏𝑔 interval between 110
22 

Pa s and 107 

1010
22 

Pa s. However, the increase of pile height with 𝜂𝑏𝑔 becomes slower when 𝜂𝑏𝑔 is larger 108 

than ~1010
22 

Pa s. The increases of pile height with 𝜂𝑏𝑔 as shown in Fig. 3c is best fitted by a 109 

power law ℎ’  (0.175  0.024) 𝜂𝑏𝑔′ 0.25±0.04
, where 𝜂𝑏𝑔′  is the viscosity normalized by reference 110 

viscosity of 210
22

 Pa s, or ℎ  (503  70)𝜂𝑏𝑔0.25±0.04, with ℎ and 𝜂𝑏𝑔 the dimensional height and 111 

viscosity, respectively. 112 

We also explored how the viscosity of pile material affects pile height. We vary pile 113 

viscosity from 1.410
19 

Pa s to 210
25 

Pa s for 32 cases with the background mantle viscosity 114 

fixed at 210
22 

Pa s, and other parameters the same as in the reference case. We found that the 115 

height of the piles is ~500 km for most cases while the height increases moderately (<150 km) if 116 

the pile viscosity is at least hundreds of times higher than ambient mantle. Hence, the pile 117 

viscosity is not a main factor controlling pile height (Fig. 3d). 118 

The results shown and discussed above demonstrate that the height of a stable 119 

thermochemical pile is mainly controlled by two factors: the background mantle viscosity and 120 



the buoyancy number of the pile material. We next investigated the pile height for different 121 

combinations of these two parameters. We systematically vary the buoyancy number from 0.4 to 122 

1.25, and the background mantle viscosity from 210
22

 Pa s to 5 10
23

 Pa s. A total number of 123 

450 models (defined here as individual models) were run for all combinations of the two 124 

parameters with the above ranges (Supplementary Data 1).  125 

To avoid the influence of the minor mantle temperature differences between models on 126 

our results, we also performed a reference case and allowed the temperature field to reach quasi-127 

steady state. We then restarted the case but changed the buoyancy number and the background 128 

mantle viscosity. This gives us a second group of 450 models (defined here as re-run models; 129 

Supplementary Data 1). We compute pile height when it reaches a new quasi-steady state, but 130 

before there is any noticeable temperature changes (>95% similarity) in the mantle. This 131 

approach thus allows all the calculations to have nearly the same temperature-controlled part of 132 

the buoyancy fields and effective Rayleigh number.  133 

Fig. 4 shows pile height as a function of buoyancy number and background mantle 134 

viscosity for the 450 re-run models, whose results are nearly the same as the individual models 135 

(Extended Data Fig. 4). The white stars (green triangles) mark the height of the pile at 500-700 136 

km (1500-1800 km), corresponding to the maximum height of the Pacific LLSVP (African 137 

LLSVP). We found that the height of the Pacific LLSVP can be explained by a very wide range 138 

of background mantle viscosity and pile buoyancy number, and there is a clear trade-off between 139 

the two parameters. However, the height of the African LLSVP can only be explained by a pile 140 

buoyancy number in a narrow range of 0.45-0.50. In addition, for a pile buoyancy number of 141 

0.50, the background mantle viscosity required to explain the height of the African LLSVP is 142 

more than 310
23

 Pa s, which is unrealistically high
22,23

. Even if the pile buoyancy number is 143 

0.45, the background mantle viscosity needs to be larger than 1.210
23

 Pa s, which is near at the 144 

maximum estimations of lower mantle viscosity
22,23

. The thermochemical pile can become taller 145 

as its buoyancy number further decreases; however, for a pile buoyancy number lower than 0.45, 146 

the pile becomes unstable (gray inverse triangles in Fig. 4), with more than half of its volume 147 

mixed into the background mantle after ~4.6 Gyr. This occurs even when the pile viscosity is 148 

more than several hundred times higher than the background mantle. 149 

In summary, given the assumption that the LLSVPs are caused by thermochemical piles, 150 

Fig. 4 shows that, for the same background mantle viscosity, the African LLSVP needs to be at 151 



least 0.5% intrinsically lighter than the Pacific LLSVP. The 1,500-1,800 km height of the 152 

African LLSVP cannot not be explained solely by increasing the background mantle viscosity 153 

but requires a relatively low pile buoyancy number, but a low buoyancy number also makes the 154 

pile unstable. 155 

We also performed cases with an aspect ratio of 6:1 for the model domain and found that 156 

it only leads to minor changes of pile height (Extended Data Fig. 5). Cases with temperature 157 

dependence of viscosity are also performed (Supplementary Data 1). In these cases, the 158 

background mantle viscosity generally increases with the distance from the thermochemical piles 159 

due to the decrease of temperature, and therefore, including temperature-dependent viscosity 160 

reduces the height of piles. Interestingly, we find that for a case with temperature-dependent 161 

viscosity to have similar pile height as a case with the same parameters but without temperature-162 

dependence of viscosity, the average background mantle viscosity in regions within ~50 km from 163 

the edges of thermochemical piles needs to be similar (Extended Data Fig. 6), indicating that the 164 

viscosity in regions close to the pile edges plays a controlling role for the pile height, which is 165 

consistent with previous laboratory experiments
20,25,26

. As the degree of temperature-dependence 166 

of viscosity increases, the viscosity at the pile margins decreases, and pile height is further 167 

reduced (Extended Data Fig. 6). Therefore, it is even more difficult for a pile to reach the height 168 

of African LLSVP when temperature-dependence of viscosity is considered. We here 169 

intentionally used the simplest 2D Cartesian models to identify the most important parameters 170 

that control the height of piles. More complexities such as 3D spherical geometry, phase 171 

transition at 660 km, subduction history, and long wavelength convection would likely affect the 172 

pile height, but it is unclear how they could cause the large (~1,000 km) height difference 173 

between the two LLSVPs because they likely affect the heights of two thermochemical piles of 174 

the Earth in the same way. 175 

One idea is that the seismically-observed LLSVPs may contain an upper layer of thermal 176 

mantle plumes or basaltic material
27

 with thickness comparable to or larger than the basal 177 

thermochemical layer. In these scenarios, the maximum height of the LLSVPs we measured in 178 

Fig. 1 is larger than the maximum height of the thermochemical piles. However, mantle plumes 179 

or basaltic materials should occur on both LLSVPs, and this possibility still does not explain the 180 

difference in height for the two LLSVPs. In addition, the seismic observations by
28

 provide 181 



evidence that the thermochemical section of the African LLSVP reaches more than 1,500 km 182 

above the CMB, which poses questions about this possibility.  183 

It was proposed by Tan and Gurnis (2005)
7
 that if the pile material has larger bulk 184 

modulus or is less compressible than the background mantle, metastable piles will form with 185 

steep edges. However, the height of the piles in the metastable models of Tan and Gurnis (2005)
7
 186 

is mostly less than ~1,000 km, much lower than the maximum height of the African LLSVP 187 

which is ~1,500-1,800 km (Fig. 1). One of their metastable cases has height above ~1500 km, 188 

but it requires a very large bulk modulus of pile material (8% higher than ambient mantle). We 189 

also performed a series of calculations in which the buoyancy number of pile material decreases 190 

with depth with similar parameterization to (7), and we find the pile can have a height similar to 191 

African LLSVP but only when the pile buoyancy number is relatively small to make it unstable 192 

(Extended Data Fig. 7). Nevertheless, this scenario does not explain the different height of the 193 

two LLSVPs, unless they have different compositions and bulk moduli. Importantly, a recent 194 

study of LLSVP density using Earth's tides found a higher density for the bottom two-thirds of 195 

the LLSVPs 
29

, in contrast to the assumption of Tan and Gurnis (2005)
7
 in which the intrinsic 196 

density of piles decreases with depth. 197 

Laboratory experiments by Davaille (1999)
5
 found that for a narrow range of pile 198 

buoyancy number (~0.15-0.35), thermochemical piles that are ~10-10,000 times more viscous 199 

than the background mantle oscillate between phases of growth and collapse, which may explain 200 

different heights of the two LLSVPs if they are in different phases of oscillation. However, in 201 

their experiments the pile materials cover more than half the depth of the tank, and a continuous 202 

global layer is always covering the bottom of the tank during the oscillatory processes, which is 203 

different from the two LLSVPs being spatially isolated. It remains unclear if such an oscillatory 204 

mode will still occur if the volume of pile materials is only several volume percent of the mantle
8
. 205 

The oscillating behavior of piles in this model means that they are not stable structures. 206 

For a viscosity in the lower mantle of ~110
23

 Pa s
23

, our experiments clearly show the 207 

large height of the African LLSVP requires it to have low intrinsic density anomaly to make the 208 

LLSVP unstable (Fig. 4). This is consistent with the studies by Tan and Gurnis (2005)
7
 and 209 

Davaille (1999)
5
 which hinted that the African LLSVP is not stable. Our results (Fig. 4) show 210 

that the African LLSVP may be in a more stable regime if the background viscosity is much 211 

higher, but even though, the African LLSVP may be currently less intrinsically dense than the 212 



Pacific LLSVP. If the two LLSVPs were originally made of the same primordial materials, their 213 

density difference may be caused by long-term dynamic interactions with the surrounding mantle 214 

which may entrain different amounts of background mantle materials and subducted materials 215 

(which may have different intrinsic densities) into the LLSVPs. This is corroborated by a most 216 

recent study of systematic radiogenic isotopes (lead, neodymium and strontium) on plume-217 

induced basalts above the two LLSVPs, showing the African LLSVP is enriched by subducted 218 

upper continental materials (less dense) during Pangaea supercontinent cycle but no such feature 219 

in the Pacific LLSVP
30

. 220 

 221 
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Figures 373 

 374 

Figure 1 | Depth profiles of the averaged 𝑽𝒔 anomaly at 4 vertical cross-section locations 375 

through the LLSVPs. a. the yellow colors highlight 30% of the CMB area at 2800 km depth 376 

with the lowest 𝑉𝑠 from the seismic tomography model S40RTS
31

. The thick, solid curves mark 377 

the locations of vertical cross-section for which the horizontally averaged 𝑉𝑠 anomalies of 17 378 



tomography models as a function of depth, or the depth- 𝑉𝑠 profile, are shown in panels b-c. b. 379 

the horizontally averaged 𝑉𝑠 anomalies of 17 models as a function of depth for the 4 vertical 380 

cross-sections as shown in panel a. c. similar to panel b, but only the negative values of 𝑉𝑠 are 381 

used when calculating the horizontal average. 382 

 383 



 384 

Figure 2 | The effects of volume of pile materials, buoyancy number and mantle viscosity on 385 

the height of piles. The first row (a-c) and second row (d-f), respectively, show the snapshots of 386 

temperature and compositional fields (red shows pile materials, black shows background mantle 387 

materials, and green shows a mixture between the two) for 3 cases with the volume of pile 388 



materials occupying 4% (a, d), 7% (b, e) and 12% (c, f) of the model domain. The white dotted 389 

lines in (d-f) show the initial height of the pile materials before the calculation starts, and the h 390 

shows the height of the pile. g-i, snapshots of the compositional fields for 3 cases in which the 391 

buoyancy numbers of pile materials are 0.5 (g), 0.7 (h) and 1.1 (i). j-l, snapshots of viscosity 392 

fields for 3 cases in which the background mantle viscosity is 1×10
23

 Pa s (j), 2×10
23

 Pa s (k), 393 

and 4×10
23

 Pa s (l). 394 

 395 

 396 

Figure 3 | The effects of model parameters on the height of piles. Model parameters tested 397 

here include the volume percentage of pile materials with respective to the model domain (a), the 398 

buoyancy number of pile materials (b), the viscosity of the background mantle materials (c), and 399 

the viscosity of the pile materials (d). The blue dots show the average height after the model 400 

reaches statistically steady state, with the error bars showing the standard deviation. One model 401 

parameter is modified for each case, with the other parameters the same as the reference case 402 

which uses a buoyancy number of 0.8 and pile viscosity of 2×10
20

 Pa s. The controls of pile 403 



buoyancy number and viscosity of the background mantle on the pile height are best fitted by the 404 

orange dashed curves in panels b and c, respectively, with the dimensional fitting equations 405 

included in each panel. 406 

 407 

 408 

Figure 4 | The height of piles as a function of pile buoyancy number and background 409 

mantle viscosity. The height of piles for different combinations of buoyancy number of pile 410 

materials and the viscosity of the background mantle. White stars show cases in which the height 411 

of piles is 500 – 700 km, and green triangle shows cases in which the pile height is 1,500 – 1,800 412 

km. The gray triangles show cases in which the thermochemical piles are not stable. 413 

 414 

Methods 415 

Governing equations 416 

We perform geodynamic calculations by solving the following non-dimensional equations of 417 

conservation of mass, momentum and energy under the Boussinesq approximation: 418 ∇ ⋅  u⃗ = 0    (1)                          419 −∇𝑃 + ∇ ⋅ (𝜂𝜖) = 𝑅𝑎(𝑇 − 𝐵𝐶)𝑧     (2)  



𝜕𝑇𝜕𝑡 + (𝑢 ⋅ 𝛻)𝑇 = 𝛻2𝑇 + 𝑄    (3)  

where �⃗�  is the velocity, 𝑃 is the dynamic pressure, 𝜂 is the viscosity, 𝜖 is the strain rate, 𝑅𝑎 is the 420 

Rayleigh number, 𝑇  is the temperature, 𝐵  and 𝐶  are the buoyancy number and composition, 421 

respectively. 𝑧  is the unit vector in the vertical direction, 𝑡 is the time, 𝑄 is the internal heating 422 

rate. 𝛼 and 𝜅 are thermal expansivity and thermal diffusivity, respectively. 423 

The advection of the composition C is given by: 424 𝜕𝐶𝜕𝑡 + (u ⋅ ∇)𝐶 = 0    (4)  

Most cases are computed in 2‐ D Cartesian geometry with aspect ratio of 1 with exception for a 425 

few models with aspect ratio of 6 cases, which were found to have little difference compared 426 

with square geometry. To solve the conservation equations, we use a modified version of the 427 

convection code, Citcom
21

, that includes thermochemical convection and composition‐428 

dependent rheology. We exclude internal heating for all models in this study, which is more 429 

appropriate for our 2D Cartesian models
32

. The initial temperature is 0.5 everywhere with small 430 

perturbations. The top and the bottom surface are isothermal with T=0 and T=1, respectively. All 431 

boundaries are free-slip. The side boundaries are reflective and insulating. 432 

 433 

A ratio tracer method
33

 with eight million tracers was used for the advection of the compositional 434 

field. On average, each element has 20 randomly distributed tracers which are advected with 435 

mantle flow. Initially, a global layer of pile material was introduced to the lowermost mantle, 436 

which was later pushed by cold downwellings into a thermochemical pile to the side boundaries 437 

of the model domain.  438 

 439 

Pile materials are consistently entrained up and mixed into the background mantle, affecting the 440 

density of the background mantle. We therefore change pile materials into background mantle 441 

materials once they are entrained to the upper mantle. Some background mantle materials are 442 

mixed into the thermochemical piles as well, but they do not significantly affect the intrinsic 443 

density of the piles. For example, the intrinsic density of the thermochemical pile in the reference 444 

case changes by less than 0.3% after ~4.6 Gyr. 445 



 446 

The parameters for all cases used in this study are listed in Supplementary Data 1. 447 

 448 
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Extended Data Figure Legends 483 

 484 

Extended Data Figure 1 | Cross-section locations through two LLSVPs used for depth 485 

profiles of the averaged Vs anomaly. A1-A10 and B1-B5 are for African LLSVP while C1-C3 486 

and D1-D13 performed for Pacific LLSVP. A4, B4 and C1, D6 are the four cross-sections that 487 

were found bear the maximum height for African and Pacific LLSVP, respectively. They are 488 

respectively named as Aa, Bb and Cc, Dd in the main text. All section data were downloaded 489 

from the SubMachine website
34

. The 17 global S-wave models are GyPSuM-S
35

, HMSL-S06
36

, 490 

PRI-S05
37

, SP12RTS-S
38

, SPani-S
39

, S20RTS
40

, S362ANI+M
41

, S40RTS
31

, SAVANI
42

, 491 

SAW642ANb
43

, SEMUCB-WM1
44

, SEMum
45

, SGLOBE-rani
46

, TX2011
2
, TX2015

47
, 492 

SEISGLOB1
48

, SEISGLOB2
49

. 493 

 494 



 495 

Extended Data Figure 2 | Depth profiles of the averaged 𝑽𝒔 anomaly at 15 vertical cross-496 

section locations through the African LLSVP. a, the horizontally averaged 𝑉𝑠 anomaly as a 497 

function of depth for the 10 vertical cross-sections as shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. b, similar 498 

to panel a, but only the negative values of 𝑉𝑠 are used when calculating the horizontal average. c, 499 

the horizontally averaged 𝑉𝑠 anomaly as a function of depth for the 5 vertical cross-sections as 500 

shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. d, similar to panel c, but only the negative values of 𝑉𝑠 are used 501 

when calculating the horizontal average. The gray rectangles mark the turning point we defined 502 

as the maximum height in main text. 503 

 504 



 505 

Extended Data Figure 3 | Depth profiles of the averaged 𝑽𝒔 anomaly at 16 vertical cross-506 

section locations through the Pacific LLSVP. a, the horizontally averaged 𝑉𝑠 anomaly as a 507 

function of depth for the 3 vertical cross-sections as shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. b, similar to 508 

panel a, but only the negative values of 𝑉𝑠 are used when calculating the horizontal average. c, 509 

the horizontally averaged 𝑉𝑠 anomaly as a function of depth for the 13 vertical cross-sections as 510 

shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. d, similar to panel c, but only the negative values of 𝑉𝑠 are used 511 

when calculating the horizontal average. The gray rectangles mark the turning point we defined 512 

as the maximum height in main text. 513 

 514 



 515 

Extended Data Figure 4 | Pile height as a function of pile buoyancy number and 516 

background mantle viscosity for 450 individual models.  517 

 518 



 519 

Extended Data Figure 5 | The effect of different geometry on pile height. a and b show the 520 

composition and temperature fields respectively for a model of same parameters with the 521 

reference case but with aspect ratio of 6. c, Blue solid circles show the height of pile from 522 

models with aspect ratio of 1, and orange solid circles show the height of pile from models with 523 

aspect ratio of 6. 524 

 525 



 526 

Extended Data Figure 6 | Effects of temperature-dependent viscosity on pile height. (a-c) 527 

are the composition, temperature, and viscosity fields, respectively, for case 67 without 528 

temperature dependent viscosity. The viscosity of pile for case 67 is 2×10
21

 Pa s and other 529 

parameters are same to the reference case. (d-f) show composition, temperature, and viscosity 530 

fields, respectively, for case 998 in which the viscosity is temperature-dependent in the lower 531 

mantle with a non-dimensional activation coefficient of A = 7.0 that leads to slightly more than 532 

10
3
x of viscosity change as the temperature varies from 0 to 1. (g-i) are also the composition, 533 

temperature, and viscosity fields for case 999 with A=9.21 corresponding to 10
4
x of viscosity 534 

change due to temperature in lower mantle. The dashed lines in f, i mark the boundary between 535 

pile materials and background mantle. 536 

 537 



 538 

Extended Data Figure 7 | Pile height for cases in which the intrinsic density anomaly of pile 539 

material decreases with depth. The left (a, d) and middle column (b, e) show the snapshots of 540 

temperature and compositional fields, respectively, for 2 cases in which the intrinsic density 541 

anomaly of pile materials decreases linearly with depth from 1.38 to 0.23 for the top case (c), and 542 

from 0.84 to 0.28 for the bottom case (f), as shown in the right column. A non-dimensional 543 

activation coefficient of A = 4.61 is used, like that in (Tan and Gurnis, 2005) (7). The 544 

thermochemical pile of the bottom case can temporally reach similar height to African LLSVP, 545 

but it is also very unstable. 546 

 547 

 548 

 549 

 550 

 551 

 552 

 553 

 554 

 555 



 556 

Extended Data Table 1 | Physical and model parameters. 557 

Parameter Symbol Value 

Input Rayleigh number 𝑅𝑎 110

 

Mantle thickness 𝑅 6371 km 

Core-mantle boundary radius 𝑟 3503 km 

Mantle thickness ℎ 2868 km 

Thermal expansivity 𝛼0 110
–5

/K 

Thermal diffusivity 𝜅0 110
–6  

m
2
/s 

Gravitational acceleration 𝑔0 9.8
  
m/s

2
 

Temperature difference between 

surface and core-mantle boundary 
Δ𝑇 2500 K 

Background mantle 

reference density 
𝜌0 4000 km/m

3
 

Reference viscosity 𝜂0 210
22 

Pa s 

 558 

Supplementary Information 559 

Supplementary Data 1. Physical parameters and results for all cases in this study. 560 



Figures

Figure 1

Depth pro�les of the averaged Vs anomaly at 4 vertical cross-section locations through the LLSVPs. a.
the yellow colors highlight 30% of the CMB area at 2800 km depth with the lowest Vs from the seismic
tomography model S40RTS31. The thick, solid curves mark the locations of vertical cross-section for



which the horizontally averaged Vs anomalies of 17 tomography models as a function of depth, or the
depth- Vs pro�le, are shown in panels b-c. b. the horizontally averaged Vs anomalies of 17 models as a
function of depth for the 4 vertical cross-sections as shown in panel a. c. similar to panel b, but only the
negative values of Vs are used when calculating the horizontal average. Note: The designations
employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion
whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or
area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been
provided by the authors.



Figure 2

The effects of volume of pile materials, buoyancy number and mantle viscosity on the height of piles.
The �rst row (a-c) and second row (d-f), respectively, show the snapshots of temperature and
compositional �elds (red shows pile materials, black shows background mantle materials, and green
shows a mixture between the two) for 3 cases with the volume of pile materials occupying 4% (a, d), 7%
(b, e) and 12% (c, f) of the model domain. The white dotted lines in (d-f) show the initial height of the pile



materials before the calculation starts, and the h shows the height of the pile. g-i, snapshots of the
compositional �elds for 3 cases in which the buoyancy numbers of pile materials are 0.5 (g), 0.7 (h) and
1.1 (i). j-l, snapshots of viscosity �elds for 3 cases in which the background mantle viscosity is 1×1023
Pa s (j), 2×1023 Pa s (k), and 4×1023 Pa s (l).

Figure 3

The effects of model parameters on the height of piles. Model parameters tested here include the volume
percentage of pile materials with respective to the model domain (a), the buoyancy number of pile
materials (b), the viscosity of the background mantle materials (c), and the viscosity of the pile materials
(d). The blue dots show the average height after the model reaches statistically steady state, with the
error bars showing the standard deviation. One model parameter is modi�ed for each case, with the other
parameters the same as the reference case which uses a buoyancy number of 0.8 and pile viscosity of
2×1020 Pa s. The controls of pile buoyancy number and viscosity of the background mantle on the pile
height are best �tted by the orange dashed curves in panels b and c, respectively, with the dimensional
�tting equations included in each panel.



Figure 4

The height of piles as a function of pile buoyancy number and background mantle viscosity. The height
of piles for different combinations of buoyancy number of pile materials and the viscosity of the
background mantle. White stars show cases in which the height of piles is 500 – 700 km, and green
triangle shows cases in which the pile height is 1,500 – 1,800 km. The gray triangles show cases in which
the thermochemical piles are not stable.



Figure 5

Cross-section locations through two LLSVPs used for depth pro�les of the averaged Vs anomaly. A1-A10
and B1-B5 are for African LLSVP while C1-C3 and D1-D13 performed for Paci�c LLSVP. A4, B4 and C1, D6
are the four cross-sections that were found bear the maximum height for African and Paci�c LLSVP,
respectively. They are respectively named as Aa, Bb and Cc, Dd in the main text. All section data were
downloaded from the SubMachine website34. The 17 global S-wave models are GyPSuM-S35, HMSL-
S0636, PRI-S0537, SP12RTS-S38, SPani-S39, S20RTS40, S362ANI+M41, S40RTS31, SAVANI42,
SAW642ANb43, SEMUCB-WM144, SEMum45, SGLOBE-rani46, TX20112, TX201547, SEISGLOB148,
SEISGLOB249. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not
imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal
status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its
frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.



Figure 6

Depth pro�les of the averaged Vs anomaly at 15 vertical cross-section locations through the African
LLSVP. a, the horizontally averaged Vs anomaly as a function of depth for the 10 vertical cross-sections
as shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. b, similar to panel a, but only the negative values of Vs are used when
calculating the horizontal average. c, the horizontally averaged Vs anomaly as a function of depth for the
5 vertical cross-sections as shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. d, similar to panel c, but only the negative
values of Vs are used when calculating the horizontal average. The gray rectangles mark the turning
point we de�ned as the maximum height in main text.



Figure 7

Depth pro�les of the averaged Vs anomaly at 16 vertical cross-section locations through the Paci�c
LLSVP. a, the horizontally averaged Vs anomaly as a function of depth for the 3 vertical cross-sections as
shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. b, similar to panel a, but only the negative values of Vs are used when
calculating the horizontal average. c, the horizontally averaged Vs anomaly as a function of depth for the
13 vertical cross-sections as shown in Extended Data Fig. 1. d, similar to panel c, but only the negative
values of Vs are used when calculating the horizontal average. The gray rectangles mark the turning
point we de�ned as the maximum height in main text.



Figure 8

Pile height as a function of pile buoyancy number and background mantle viscosity for 450 individual
models.



Figure 9

The effect of different geometry on pile height. a and b show the composition and temperature �elds
respectively for a model of same parameters with the reference case but with aspect ratio of 6. c, Blue
solid circles show the height of pile from models with aspect ratio of 1, and orange solid circles show the
height of pile from models with aspect ratio of 6.



Figure 10

Effects of temperature-dependent viscosity on pile height. (a-c) are the composition, temperature, and
viscosity �elds, respectively, for case 67 without temperature dependent viscosity. The viscosity of pile for
case 67 is 2×1021 Pa s and other parameters are same to the reference case. (d-f) show composition,
temperature, and viscosity �elds, respectively, for case 998 in which the viscosity is temperature-
dependent in the lower mantle with a non-dimensional activation coe�cient of A = 7.0 that leads to
slightly more than 103x of viscosity change as the temperature varies from 0 to 1. (g-i) are also the
composition, temperature, and viscosity �elds for case 999 with A=9.21 corresponding to 104x of
viscosity change due to temperature in lower mantle. The dashed lines in f, i mark the boundary between
pile materials and background mantle.



Figure 11

Pile height for cases in which the intrinsic density anomaly of pile material decreases with depth. The left
(a, d) and middle column (b, e) show the snapshots of temperature and compositional �elds, respectively,
for 2 cases in which the intrinsic density anomaly of pile materials decreases linearly with depth from
1.38 to 0.23 for the top case (c), and from 0.84 to 0.28 for the bottom case (f), as shown in the right
column. A non-dimensional activation coe�cient of A = 4.61 is used, like that in (Tan and Gurnis, 2005)
(7). The thermochemical pile of the bottom case can temporally reach similar height to African LLSVP,
but it is also very unstable.
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